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Maths lesson 5 

Problem solving  
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English lesson 1 

Traditional Poetry  

The Sounds in the Evening 

Eleanor Farjeon 

 

The sounds in the evening           

Go all through the house,           

The click of the clock               

And the pick of the mouse,         

The footsteps of people             

Upon the top floor,                   

The skirts of my mother             

That brush by the door,             

The crick in the boards,             

And the creek of the chairs,       

The fluttering murmurs             

Outside on the stairs,                 

The ring of the bell,                   

The arrival of guests,                 

The laugh of my father               

At one of his jests,                     

The clashing of dishes                 

As dinner goes in,                       

The babble of voices                 

That distance makes thin,           

The mewing of cats                     

That seem just by my ear,           

The hooting of owls                     

That can never seem near,           

The queer little noises               

That no one explains…                 

Till the moon through the slats     

Of my window-blind rains,           

And the world of my eyes             

And my ears melts like steam       

As I find my pillow                     

The world of my dream.        
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English lesson 3 

Traditional Poetry  

Adding Adjectives 

The Sounds in the Evening Eleanor Farjeon 

 
The ________________  sounds in the ______________evening           

Go all through the ________________house,           

The click of the ________________ clock               

And the pick of the ________________ mouse,         

The ________________ footsteps of ________________ people             

Upon the ________________ top floor,                   

The ________________ skirts of my ________________ mother             

That brush by the ________________ door,             

The mewing of ________________ cats                     

That seem just by my ________________ ear,           

The hooting of ________________ owls                     

That can never seem near,           

The queer little noises               

That no one explains…                 

Till the ________________ moon through the ________________ slats     

Of my________________  window-blind rains,           

And the world of my ________________ eyes             

And my ________________ ears melts like ________________ steam       

As I find my ________________ pillow                     

The ________________ world of my ________________ dream.        
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English lesson 4 

Traditional Poetry Planning  

Sounds and Things 

What sounds can you hear in your home during the evening? 

Sound  Thing (object/person) 

The ticking of the clock 

The creaking under the stairs 
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English lesson 5 

Traditional Poetry 

The Sounds in the Evening 

The sounds in the evening           

Go all through the __________,           

____________________________________________________________               

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    
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____________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________    

The queer little noises               

That no one explains…                 

Till the moon through the slats     

Of my window-blind rains,           

And the world of my eyes             

And my ears melts like steam       

As I find my pillow                     

The world of my dream.       
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 RE Resources 

Marriage Ceremonies  

Christian Ceremony  Hinduism Ceremony 

What happens? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What happens? 
 
 
 
 
 

What promises are made? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What promises are made? 

Why are they important? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why are they important? 

How do people’s religious beliefs show 
through these ceremonies and 
commitments? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do people’s religious beliefs show 
through these ceremonies and 
commitments? 
 

 


